Chairman’s Report for Rooksdown Parish Council meeting – January 2021
Happy New Year!
Hope you had an enjoyable break over Christmas and New Year, even if it felt very different from previous years?
I’m sure it will have been quieter than usual for most of you and you may not have seen all the family you wanted to.
I’m also sure that you share my disappointment that we begin 2021 facing the uncertainty and challenges that tighter
restrictions bring for us, our families and our community, Rooksdown.
Brighter days are most definitely ahead with more positive news around vaccinations and it’s important that we keep this
news in mind as we deal with the challenges of the tough weeks and months ahead.
On behalf of the whole Parish Council – we welcome Jessica Lewis Dalgarno as a newly co-opted Parish Councillor. We
trust she will enjoy helping shape our community as part of the Parish Council.

My actions from last Parish Council meeting:
•

20/211 – Chairman to authorise the payments approved in Parish Council meeting 23.11.20
Completed 26.11.20 – action closed.

•

20/64 & 20/116.1 Car Parks.
.

Included as part of this update – see Appendix A – to close action.
•

20/187 - Engagement with Taylor Wimpey.
Included as part of this update – see Appendix A – to close action.

•

20/61 Confirmation of the location of Rooksdown Parish Council salt bins needing replacement with HCC
salt bins.
Included as part of this update – see Appendix B – to close action.

•

20/226.2 – Chairman to communicate the outcome of review of Clerk salary as required under clause 5.2
of the employment contract.
Completed 5 January 2021 – action closed.

Since the last Parish Council meeting - attended the following meetings:
•

3 meetings (1 in Rooksdown [socially distanced], 2 virtually) with Taylor Wimpey & Homes England
o Review of outstanding issues in The Avenue & the ‘Southern Area’
o Taylor Wimpey priorities for the next few weeks / month – see Appendix A
Next (virtual) meeting – 10 February – if any Councillor wants to join the meeting.

•

RPC Management Meeting (Chair, Cllr How & Clerk) 15 January 2020 - virtually
o Review of agenda items for the Parish Council meeting
o Priorities for the next few weeks / month / quarter
o AOB
Next meeting – likely to be 11 February – if any Councillor wants to join the meeting – virtually.

•

RPC Finance Working Group Meeting (Chair, Vice Chair, Cllrs How, Botten, Lewis-Dalgarno & Clerk) 12
January 2021:
o Precept calculation for next financial year
Clerk has circulated his report as part of the agenda for tonight’s meeting.

Rooksdown Reporter
Working with Simon Bound to co-ordinate a Christmas edition, we concluded that publication and delivery was
unlikely to be complete before Christmas and have delayed til post lockdown / Marchish edition.

Squirrel Wood
Thanks to Cllr How for his ongoing engagement with the management & site manager at Squirrel Wood in
relation to the various impacts on Rooksdown residents over the last few months. Truly excellent support.
David Wilson Homes
Approached by a number of residents, complaining about the state of the roads over Christmas & the beginning of
the New Year – having received no response from the Developer to complaints raised via the Customer Services &
responses from HCC that confirmed the roads continued to be the responsibility of the Developer until adoption.
Linked in with the site manager and then DWH Contracts Manager to ensure that it is cleaned & to ensure the state
of the roads does not fall in to the same state again. Assured this to be the case.

The Barn
Following on from our discussion in November’s meeting during Agenda item – 20/217 - great to see that the new
owners of The Barn (Grade II Listed) on Pumphouse Way have just renewed the wrap to protect the wooden frame.
November 2019

January 2020

It is reported that the owners are finalising quotes from contractors before they initiate the renovation works.

Appendix A – Taylor Wimpey & the Southern Area
We have established all the work that is still outstanding that needs to be completed in order to have The Avenue & the
Southern Area finally adopted by HCC and (finally) the exit of Taylor Wimpey from Rooksdown:
We are tracking all items on the list to completion with fortnightly updates from Jo Murphy on progress and monthly
virtual Teams Meetings to discuss progress and any blockers.
Issue

Street Lights
(SL) not working

Adoption of
Street Lights

The Avenue Civils

Defect / Description

Weekly review of street
lighting undertaken by Chair –
feeding in details of the lights
not working.

All street lights in the Southern
Area yet to be adopted by HCC.
Cost of transfer has doubled.

Photos / Update

Actions

Pumphouse way – SL8
Peggs Way – SL12
High Path Way – SL 3
2 SLs on The Avenue:
Passed to contractor – works to be
completed before end of January

-

TW are in discussions with HCC to
understand why the cost of transfer
has doubled.

Roundabout:
Centre to be concreted.

Work to commence w/c Feb 9 2021

Break out gully to be reinstated
and repainting of yellow lining

Gully repaired.
Yellow lining still to be completed

Top up verge as required with
top soil and seed
Bollards not yet installed

Bollards ordered. Meeting to be
convened on sight for effective
positioning of the bollards

Yet to be booked in to work
programme

Side out back edge of footway

Renew lining

Renew white & yellow lining

To be done nearer to adoption

Sweeping done

Speed Sign
The Avenue –
Legals
Pumphouse
Way
Public Open
Space (POS)

Weed kill channel & sweep

Weed kill not yet done –
Date to be confirmed

Watershed around based of
column

To be completed at the same time as
the roundabout concreting

Bollards at no left turn

Bollards ordered. Meeting to be
convened on sight for effective
positioning of the bollards

Speed sign on order

-

To be delivered early Feb ‘21

Heads of terms agreed

-

Target date for completion to be
determined.

Legals to be completed asap

-

Just NHS outstanding. TW chasing.

POS not yet handed over to
BDBC from TW.

Taylor Wimpey & Homes England
searching for original plans

Adoption plan to be forwarded to
Sooh Boocock at BDBC

Other issues discussed:

Trenchmead Gardens / Peggs
Way.

Cutting back bushes, weeding
& fixing fences – area owned
by TW Southern Counties.

The Car Parks – Peggs Way.

Handover to RPC from TW.

Costings have been agreed by
Taylor Wimpey.
Works to be completed asap.
It is believed that transfer is
ready to be enacted.

Both Taylor Wimpey & Homes
England will forward the
status to Chair asap.

Appendix B - Action - 20/61 Replacement of RPC with HCC salt bins

A) Current Salt routes & reported position of existing Hampshire Salt Bins

B) Hampshire provided grit bins: all bins in good condition:

Rooksdown Ave

Baron Close

Julius Close

Harness Court

The HCC Grit Bin recorded at Nightingale Gardens does not exist. HCC records need to be updated. ACTION CLERK.

C) Review of current location of Parish Council grit bins – which are currently on adopted land:
Hampshire County Council will consider requests for additional bins if they meet the following criteria:
• the bin must not obstruct sight lines
• there must be sufficient space on the public highway for the bin to be located and for the bin to be refilled
• the bins will be placed in areas of significant pedestrian and traffic us
• the bins will be placed in places near to where there is a significant ice risk or slope
Gillies Drive (Green)

Recommendation: Hand over responsibility to HCC.
Criteria met (below):
•
•
•
•

Nightingale Gardens (Green)

Recommendation: Hand over responsibility to HCC.
Criteria met (below):
•
•
•
•
•

Northbrook Crescent (Green)

the location does not obstruct sight lines
there is sufficient space on the public
highway for the bin to be located and for the
bin to be refilled
area of significant pedestrian and traffic use
close to roundabout, there is a significant ice
risk and slope

Hampshire CC records show that a HCC bin is
already located here; however, there is no
sign of it anywhere
the location does not obstruct sight lines
there is sufficient space on the public
highway for the bin to be located and for the
bin to be refilled
area of significant pedestrian and traffic use
there is a significant ice risk and slope

No recommendation as part of this review.
Green bin in good condition.

Pumphouse Way (Green)

Recommendation: Hand over responsibility to HCC.
Criteria met (below):
•
•
•
•

the location does not obstruct sight lines
there is sufficient space on the green open
space for the bin to be located and for the
bin to be refilled
area of significant pedestrian and traffic use
there is a significant ice risk and slope

Parish Council to consider moving the existing Green
Bin to further down the hill on the ‘Squareabout’

Sorting Lane / Penny Black
Lane (Green)

No recommendation as part of this review.
Green bin in good condition.

Mill Road nr Noticeboard
(Green)

No recommendation as part of this review.
Green bin in good condition.

Moths Grace / Crondall
Terrace (Green)

No recommendation as part of this review.
Green bin in good condition.

Peggs Way (Green)

Recommendation: Hand over responsibility to HCC.
Criteria met (below):
•
•
•
•

the location does not obstruct sight lines
there is sufficient space on the green open
space for the bin to be located and for the
bin to be refilled
area of significant pedestrian and traffic use
there is a significant ice risk and slope

Parish Council to consider moving the existing Green
Bin to further down Peggs Way to the roundabout /
crescent of houses / flats

Community Centre (Yellow)

Recommendation: Hand over responsibility to HCC.
Criteria met (below):
•
•
•
•

Basswood Drive (Yellow)

the location does not obstruct sight lines
there is sufficient space on the green open
space for the bin to be located and for the
bin to be refilled
area of significant pedestrian and traffic use
& very close to the school
there is a significant ice risk

No recommendation as part of this review.
Yellow bin in good condition.

Sorting Lane (Yellow)

No recommendation as part of this review.
Yellow bin in good condition.

Parcel Drive (Yellow)

Recommendation: Hand over responsibility to HCC.
Criteria met (below):
•
•

the location does not obstruct sight lines
there is sufficient space on the green open
space for the bin to be located and for the
bin to be refilled
area of significant pedestrian and traffic use
& very close to the play area
there is a significant ice risk and slope.

•
•

NB – not sure whether this piece of land is currently
adopted.

Vespasian Gardens (Yellow)

No recommendation as part of this review.
Yellow bin in good condition.

D) Currently no grit bins, but would consider appropriate locations for HCC grit bins:
Outside Saxon Wood School

CURRENTLY NO GRIT BIN

Recommendation – HCC grit bin required:
•
•
•
•

the bin could be positioned to not obstruct
sight lines
there is sufficient space on highway for the
bin to be located and to be refilled
area of significant pedestrian and traffic
use as school
there is a significant ice risk

This part of Rooksdown is not part of the HCC
priority salt routes.
Doctor’s Surgery

CURRENTLY NO GRIT BIN

Recommendation – HCC grit bin required:
•
•
•
•

the bin could be positioned to not obstruct
sight lines
there is sufficient space on the green open
space / highway for the bin to be located
and for the bin to be refilled
area of significant pedestrian and traffic
use as Doctor Surgery
there is a significant ice risk

This part of Park Prewett Road is not part of the
HCC priority salt routes.

Coop / Costa area

CURRENTLY NO GRIT BIN

Recommendation – HCC grit bin required:
•
•
•
•

the bin could be positioned to not obstruct
sight lines
there is sufficient space on the highway for
the bin to be located and for the bin to be
refilled
area of significant pedestrian and traffic
use & very close to the shops area
there is a significant ice risk

This part of Park Prewett Road is not part of the
HCC priority salt routes.

Paul Mahoney
Chair – Rooksdown Parish Council - January 2021

